
  

Dear Partners and Colleagues, 

  

We proudly present, as owners, next professional and heavy pressing- and horizontal stacker delivery machine:     

OMG - Multiplo P850 
Machine information:  

This professional and heavy duty presser and horizontal delivery for pressing and stacking single or multiple signatures from one-up to 
multiple-up productions. The machine can be used as a delivery station to all brands of folding lines by means of a sensor operating 

system.  

 

Specifications: 

Type: OMG Multiplo P850 
Max. working width: 850 mms 

Max. pressure: 20.000 N with 4 pressing rollers 

Speed: 50 - 180 m/min (infinitely variable speed adjustment) 
All safeties on the machine 

Operation with controls on the machine, full electric- and automatic connection to the machine that it is placed inline with (can be MBO, 

Stahl, GUK or other brand folding lines). Works with any make of folding machine and will follow the speed of the folding line 
automatically. 

For flat batched delivery of folded signatures with pressing attachment. Automatically forms 1, 2 or more batches of preselected, counted 

and stacked sigs. 
Adjustable infeed height and stainless steel delivery table with air supply 

Mobile, with plug-in connection and retractable on wheels for easy access and easy storage 

Cleaned and checked 
Year / Serial number: 1985 / 647 

   

Technical- and optical condition: 

Technical: 8/10 (cleaned and checked) 

Optical: 8/10 (clean machine that can go to enduser directly) 

   

Price & terms: 

Our price: euro 3.500,-- (or your nearest offer) 

Terms: ex-works (LOT or LOC) 
Availablility: direct, ready for transport on a machinepallet 

Location: our warehouse - Venray (NL) 

     

Additional information:   

If you need any more information or pictures, please let us know or check our website www.mctrade.nl. You can click on above shown 
photo's and download them (and more) from our website. Of course, we can combine this machine with other (OMG, Desta, MBO, 

Cuccioli etc.) pressing- and delivery systems to load a container or truck. Please, ask for it. 

 

 

 
 


